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Rules never equals:
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- Influence
- Rules never
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Josh (H)
Mobile phones

Rules: never on because of technical equipment
- maybe have them in public areas or zone 12
- inappropriate Internet access
- no photos allowed
- rules affect all Glasgow hospitals
- working on this.
  - Sim card reader??
  - Ask Networks
    - Bedside phones in 2 wards
    - payphone can receive calls
    - get people to call you back
  - Royal London had free TV for children.
- New mobile phone policy - Mary will get into for the next meeting.

Summer
Curfew

Youth Panel can write to
Senior Management group offering to help Katrina
Internet
- Working with Kathy to get computers in the wards.
  - Not sure if new Senior Management have agreed. Will go back to them.
  - School really keen to have Internet access without a teacher monitoring you.
  - Sites have to be OK for 3+4 year olds.
- Age specific sites available in different areas e.g. Youth Booth + Zone 12.
- What if you can’t leave your ward e.g. if you have a drip?
  - We would like people to walk around with a drip. Ask Google?
- Big Problem: What sites you can access.
  - Beebo age 13 but can chat so might not be allowed.
  - Would have to use a Yorkhill email address. Hospital has to be able to monitor what people are accessing.
  - Hospital-only website - linked with other children’s hospitals. Beattie might have something in place - problem of younger children at Yorkhill.
THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH'S AWARD

Voluntary
- Bronze - 6 months
- Silver - 
- Gold - Expedition - eg: Hillwalking, horseriding
- Canoeing - tailored to your abilities

Your work might be able to get accredited.

Youth Panel Service - other work you do can be counted in towards your award.

Castlemilk High School went to Uganda for their expedition.

Lots of different ways of doing the Expedition.

If you already have a number you don't have to pay to register again.

Can look at retrospective recognition.

Healthrights Information Scotland

Youth Voices

Could do it to show others.
Youth Voices could do it to show others what they can achieve.

- What could you do for an expedition?
- What would you need to complete an expedition?

* A clinic in Zone 12 - in Saturday
* Email Alison for the newsletters.
What is the Youth Panel? the movie!!

Use the video to let people know about the Youth Panel.
- Take out Youth Voices information.

Put it on Youth Voices website.
Put more information at the end of the page.
Clare + Jamie

How to communicate the group’s energy and conviction
- Vibrancy lost in paper
- Explore it more
- Video meetings?
- Cutaways not in video
- Webpages
- Plan shots, storyboard it

Be clear about what we would like to do and why?

1. Promote Youth Panel = Indispensable
   - Show how capable you are. = Make it bigger
   - Include people from outside. What the Youth Panel is.

2. Learn how to make the video - operate the camera, learn to edit
Develop ideas for a film about the Youth Panel

- What do we do
- How do we do it
- Why do we do it

- Informs people
- Reminds people to involve you
- Encourages others to get involved